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One of the perks and responsibilities of working in a beer 
store, and other taste-based service jobs, is you often 
influence other people in how they are drinking or eating 
based on your own selective taste and palate. While some 
people come in already knowing what they want or what they 
intend to order, the majority of people rely on us to taste and 
know our ever-rotating selection of beers and make accurate 
recommendations. This comes with the territory and is one of 
the most enjoyable parts of the job; but it is sometimes good 
to put our tastes to the test and see if we actually perceive 
what we are describing. Following the focus in last quarter’s 
newsletter on IBU’s and bottle dating, we thought it would be 
fun to assess our ability to taste both age and its effects on 
some of our stand-by beers. 

There are competing ideas on whether you can age beer. There 
is the ‘beer never goes bad’ strain, which emphasizes the fact 
that your beer will not make you sick if you age it. There is also 
the crowd that craves freshness and thinks freshness implies 
superiority. The truth is that while your beer might not make 
you sick, the flavors will change over time and as you age a 
beer, it will start to oxidize and inevitably affect the taste of 
the beer. The trick is that it can be a good thing with some 
beers and not with others, and when looking for freshness and/
or age on a beer you should first look at the style of the beer. 
We set up a blind taste test where we were given two side by 
side pours of 5 beers. One fresh, or within three months of the 
bottled-on date, and one aged for 1-2 years. The goal was to see 
if we could notice the effect of the age on different styles of 
beer and whether it was positive or negative. 

First up were IPAs. We tried three different IPAs which frequent 
our shelves and while guessing the actual beer was difficult, 
almost everyone could tell which was the fresh one and which 
was aged. Hops act as a preservative and prevent beers from 
spoiling, but as they age in a beer their aromas and flavors fade. 
On the IPAs that we tried, the nice floral, citrus and earthy 
notes of the hops that were noticeable on the fresh ones were 

gone on the year old beers. What I found interesting was 
that the difference was most noticeable in the aroma. While 
this was a blind taste test, the aroma almost always was the 
determining factor when I guessed a beer’s age, followed 
by the mouth feel and then the taste. The hops, which were 
noticeable on the fresh one, although minimally so, had 
faded and imparted a stale cardboard/paper-like aroma. The 
feel of the beers was different as well. The aged IPAs all had 
a bigger mouth feel and while the mild bitterness that was 
present in the single ipa had faded on the aged version, in the 
double IPA all you could notice was the bitterness.

The stouts were a little trickier and I think we each missed 
one in this category. We tried a milk stout and an imperial 
stout. The aroma was still a key in determining the age of the 
stouts. They had a little bit of the same cardboard-esque note 
that had developed in the IPAs, but since the malts were the 
focus in the beers, the natural dark fruit notes one might get 
from a Belgian dubbel became more prominent in the older 
versions. This, as it turns out, can be a result of oxidization, 
imparting a semi-sweet and tart raisin note. While this 
would be off-putting in an IPA, it worked really well in the 
stouts. The mouthfeel on these beers became the telling 
difference between the young and the old. In both cases, the 
year-old beer was smoother. In the single milk stout, this 
made it feel like a slightly stronger, bigger-bodied beer. The 
roasty bitterness in the young one was gone, but was replaced 
with a silky malt sweetness. The imperial stout was almost 
as dramatically changed as the IPAs, but in the opposite 
way. The new one had an aroma of malt and roastiness, but 
predominantly of alcohol, while the year-old was malty and 
had a slight tart, dark fruit note that was great. The mouth 
feel of the new one was hot on the tongue, almost tingly 
from the present alcohol masking the subtleties noticed on 
the nose; while on the older version, it was hard to tell how 
strong it was because the other flavors were coming through. 

The true test came when we tried the third IPA. The single 
and the double were easy, but how would an imperial age? 
They looked identical, and it was harder to tell which was 
the young and which was the old. When pressed, everyone 
picked one and everyone was wrong! The trick was that they 
were the same beer: a year-old Captain Lawrence’s Imperial 
Reserve Ale. The test was to see if when looking for age and/
or certain flavors, are you judging the beer itself or are you 
perceiving things based on what you expect to find. And 
while no one was confident when choosing the respective 
age on this one, everyone guessed and seemed to note some 
differences between the two. 

This highlights the fact that beers are indeterminate. They 
are agricultural products, like wine and cheese, and are still 
living and changing. The IPAs had definitely lost some of 
their aroma and the body of the beer had changed. The stouts 
had mellowed, become smoother and more nuanced. But the 
variable is always the consumer. While the age, when tasted 
side by side was noticeable to us, and I think had an actual 
effect on the beer; we were searching for those flavors in a way 
that a consumer might not. While it is always fun to sit around 
and taste numerous beers, the most important thing I gleaned 
from all of it was that the 
consumer, or individual, 
brings a lot to a beer as 
well. What you are drinking 
might taste differently 
based on what you consume 
before or with; whether you 
check the age or bottled-on 
date, or even based on the 
description one of us or our 
‘shelf-talkers’ has given. 

“Beer Table has hot sauce?!” I have heard this a hundred times. 
Although our focus will always be beer at Beer Table to Go, we 
have some fine tasty treats lurking in the corners of our shop: 
jerky, chocolate, pretzels, mustards; and since the cold weather 
began, hot sauce. We currently have hot sauces from two 
great companies: A&B American Style and Brooklyn Grange. 
Surprisingly, after doing a little bit of research, I found out 
that they are both right in my backyard in western Queens. 
Since Brooklyn Grange grows some of the Fresno peppers for 
A&B, I decided to start at the root of the whole process. 

Brooklyn Grange started in 2010 with its flagship farm in 
Long Island City atop the Standard Motor Products building. 
At 43,000 ft2, it was the largest rooftop farm in the world 
when it began, and cranks out thousands of pounds of produce 
a year. In 2012, it was surpassed in size by their second project, 
a 65,000 ft2 located in the Brooklyn Navy Yard. The farm 
president, Ben Flanner, co-founded the rooftop farm on Eagle 
Street in Greenpoint in 2009 with great success. His ambitions 
soon grew and he teamed up with two food industry veterans, 
Anastasia Plakias and Gwen Schantz, to start Brooklyn Grange. 

Brooklyn Grange provides many local restaurants with fruits 
and veggies, allowing farm-to-table restaurants right here in 
NYC. It also offers a CSA program from both of its locations, 
and the Navy Yard location even has a fresh flower program if 
you want to get in touch with your inner Martha Stewart. They 
also make their own hot sauce and have an apiary where they 
make their own honey. The hot sauce uses peppers and herbs 
from the farms and organic vinegar; the combination makes 
a super flavorful sauce with a little tang and just enough kick 
to keep you coming back. Ben has been working on his hot 
sauce skills for a long time and now has a large crop of peppers 
to make it available to the public at various retail locations, 
including the famous Beer Table To Go. Offering both a green 
and a red sauce, all the hot sauce is done in small batches and 
every bottle will be unique. Put it on anything and everything 
and make sure to get a good IPA to accompany your spicy meal. 

Along with the two farms, Brooklyn Grange does consulting 
and installation for various companies to transform their 
roofs into green spaces. Brooklyn Grange is currently setting 
up a garden on top of VICE News’ headquarters in Brooklyn. 
These green spaces help in many ways, especially with water 
management and absorption, aiding our city’s aging storm 
water system. In addition, rooftop vegetation cuts down on 
the urban heat island effect and pumps more fresh oxygen into 
the air. These benefits are the specific reason that Brooklyn 
Grange has chosen to do ‘greenroofs’ instead of following the 
model of rooftop greenhouses that have been popping up over 
the city as well. Regardless of the business plan however, all 
the growers work together to cultivate fresh produce with the 
same camaraderie that can be found in the craft beer world. 
They even buy materials in bulk together to save money. 

The flagship farm in Long Island City has an open house every 
Saturday and you can visit the Brooklyn Navy Yard farm on 
Wednesdays starting in May. Both farms have a plethora 
of events during the growing season that they list on their 
website (see you at the crawfish boil!). Brooklyn Grange also 
has classes on farming, flower arranging, bee keeping, and 
composting for the average Joe; as well as special programs for 
kids (City Growers) and a relationship with the Refugee and 
Immigrant Program. Basically, Brooklyn Grange is saving the 
world, one rooftop at a time.

PALATE CHECK: home, home on 
the grange
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In our winter issue I discussed the bock beers of Germany 
and how they offered a complex and varied alternative to 
those of us seeking a change from the hop-centric beers 
which currently dominate the craft beer landscape (we love 
hops too! But variety is the spice of life). This issue, with the 
clocks going forward and the prospect of lighter evenings and 
warmer weather ahead, I thought I’d discuss a beer style which 
is seasonal in both name and character: Saison.

The name itself translates as ‘season’ and originates from 
the southern, french speaking region of Belgium known 
as Wallonia. The history of saisons is a little vague but it is 
commonly believed that they were farmhouse ales brewed in 
the cooler fall and winter months, to be then laid down and 
saved for consumption in the warmer seasons. Much brewing 
in Europe was a winter pastime due to the unpredictable nature 
of fermentation during hotter weather. It also made sense 
agriculturally as farm workers had little to do throughout the 
months of winter and their labor could be put to use in the 
production of beer. Then, there was the added benefit that any 
spent grain could be re-cycled as animal feed at a time when 
there was little fresh pasture around. In a bid to aid their 
preservation these beers were generally very dry in character 
which helped inhibit invasive spoilage bacteria that might 
feed on surplus sugars and shorten the beer’s shelf life. The 
beers were also heavily hopped (by Belgian standards) as hops 
not only bring desirable bittering and aromatic properties but 
also act as an anti-bacterial agent, extending the life of the 
beer further still. 

In terms of a recipe they are a difficult style to pin down. 
Various grains were used and their proportions were almost 
entirely determined by what a brewer/farmer had available 
after the annual harvest. As a result, alongside barley you 
might also find rye, spelt and wheat not to mention, where 
available, a variety of herbs, spices and fruits. Saisons can 
also range from relatively dark (check out The Commons 
Brewery ‘Fleur de Ferme’ as a nice example of a dark saison) 
to blond/straw in color, with alcohol ranging from 4% all 
the way up to 8-9%. Traditionally, however, they would  
have been closer to the 3% mark, as it’s easy to imagine 
how a beer of 7% plus would have had a negative effect on a 
farm’s productivity!

What really brings these diverse components together as a 
style is the character of their yeast. Saison yeasts are tough 
strains, happy to produce drinkable beers even when forced 
to do their work at high temperatures (90°F plus is well within 
the operational range of several varieties) and deliver spicy, 
fruity flavor profiles which are complex enough to grab and 
hold your attention, whilst having enough subtlety to make 
them extremely drinkable. In recent years saisons have 
begun to make a big impression on the craft brewing scene 
as the creative opportunities afforded by their broad style 
category, and the hardy nature of their yeast — particularly 
for those brewers located in hotter climates — make them fun 
and reliable beers for professional and home brewers alike. 
With their combination of fruit, spice, hop bitterness and 
effervescence, saisons are extremely versatile beers, perfect 
for sipping cold on a warm day or being paired with a wide 
range of foods. In fact, if a customer is looking for a food 
friendly beer I almost always steer them toward our range of 
saisons; they rarely fail to deliver.

There are so many saisons on the market these days that it is 
almost impossible to recommend any one in particular but 
I’m going to suggest just two to begin with (which regularly 
grace our shelves). Firstly to Belgium and the beer which first 
introduced saisons to the U.S. Market: Saison Dupont ‘Vieille 
Provision’, for many the classic saison, still farm produced 
in Belgium and the yardstick by which professional judges 
measure all other beers in its style category (I even have a 
poster of it on my kitchen wall). Secondly, and much closer to 
home, Brooklyn Brewery’s ‘Sorachi Ace’ is an excellent example. 
Recently released in the 12 oz. format this spicy, citrusy brew 
is a superb representation of the style and demonstrates 
perfectly why saisons have become such a favorite for both 
brewers and consumers alike. 

As always, if I’ve piqued your interest and you’d like to explore 
the saison style we’d be more than happy to offer help and 
suggestions in our Grand Central Terminal store. 

As the sign says: ‘We’re here with beer!’

This year I decided to double-down on my beer nerdiness and 
plant a few hops plants in my backyard. Am I a homebrewer? 
No. But, I’m really interested in seeing exactly what goes into 
producing such a widely discussed and critical ingredient of 
modern brewing.

To begin my journey to hop farmer extraordinaire, I cruised 
the interwebs in search of rhizomes. Rhizomes are root 
trimmings from mature, flowering, female hop plants that 
can be replanted to start new hop plants. And as it turns out, 
there are quite a few online homebrew supply stores that 
will ship them right to your front door. I decided to go with 
Midwest Supplies (www.midwestsupplies.com) because they 
seemed to have one of the better selections and their prices 
seemed fair. Given the size of my yard and planting area, I 
capped my new farm at two plants, one Cascade and one 
Centennial. I clicked ‘order’ and waited for my hops to arrive.

And then I waited. And waited. And waited.

It turns out, Midwest Supplies and Crosby Hop Farms 
(their hop rhizome provider) wait until the weather is 
perfect before they harvest. And even better, they check 
the USDA Hardiness Zone Charts as well as long term 
projected weather for your region before they’ll ship you 
your rhizomes to try and eliminate planting before the last 
freeze. How cool is that?!?

Once my rhizomes arrived in mid-March it was time to get 
to work.

To start, I tilled my garden bed and added to it some planting 
mix. Additionally, I used some natural ingredients to really 
boost the nutritional content of my bed — coffee grounds 
and wood ash. Coffee grounds are a good source of Potassium, 
Phosphorus and small amounts of Nitrogen. Wood ash 
provides Potassium, Phosphorus and trace minerals. 

After my bed was ready for some planting, I dug some small 
holes where I would plant my rhizomes. Neither of the 
rhizomes had buds yet, so I planted them horizontally. If 
they had buds, I would have planted them vertically with the 
buds facing upward. I covered them with about an inch of 
dirt and made some small mounds on top of each.

Lastly, I fashioned some 1.5' stakes that would help me 
create a support system for the vines once the plants really 
started growing. At their peak, hops can grow up to 2' per 
week, so having a place for the vines to grow upward and 
uninhibited is critical. I drove the stakes about a half foot 
into the ground next to where I had planted each rhizome 
and made small notches at the top of each stake. To each 
notched area on the stakes I tied one end of a length of 
bailing twine. The other end of the twine was tied about 15' 
up on an old laundry ladder in the rear of our building. As 
the hops start to grow, I’ll wrap them around the twine and 
watch them grow across my yard.

But for now, I’m back to the waiting game. I’m eagerly 
awaiting my hop harvest at the end of the summer. As I don’t 
brew myself, I’m planning on giving some away and trying to 
cook with the rest. And hopefully by the end of the season 
I’ll have added another name to my scientific credentials — 
bonafide hoptologist! [Updates to follow in future editions 
of the Tabler.]

P.S. Interested in planting hops of your own? Don’t worry 
you’ve got until about late May to plant. If you have any 
questions about how or when to plant, I’m happy to talk shop 
(or garden as it were). Feel free to ask me questions in person 
or via email (megan@beertable.com).

SAISONS IN THE SUNMrs. Saxelby’s Beer Lab

by CHRIS GEORGE

ACROSS
 3/  Handbag retailer, previous occupant  

of Beer Table To-Go space

 5/  Inventor of “lite” beer and gypsy 
brewing, Joseph

 9/  Destination for discounted coffee  
with Beer Table Pint To-Go

 10/  Early on beer was a cleaner, more 
nutritious alternative to _________

 12/  Secret platform No. 61 gains private 
access to this luxury hotel

 15/  Grand Central’s recent  
milestone birthday

 17/ Passage that houses our storefront

 18/  Century-old signature dish at  
Grand Central Oyster Bar

 19/  Brewery founded by former  
Middle East correspondent

DOWN
 1/  About a century ago, New York state 

dominated production of this key 
brewing ingredient

 2/  Vegetable used in first recorded beer 
brewing in colonial America

 4/  One of the first commercial breweries  
in NYC circa 1612 owned by this  
state governor

 6/  GCT’s greatest “flaw,” also most 
recognizable feature

 7/  Debatably the “First Great Brewer  
of America,” German founder of  
Hell Gate Brewery

 8/ Oldest Irish tavern in NYC

 11/  Grand Central anti-demolition advocate, 
historic landmark preservationist, 
former First Lady

 13/  First edition Beer Table Table Beer was 
brewed by this brewery

 14/  1840s German immigrants brought 
with them this major yeast type  
for brewing

 15/  US president that legalized  
home brewing

 16/   Queens neighborhood, NYC’s oldest 
beer garden location

crossword

by COLEMAN FEENEY

by MEGAN SAXELBY
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MTA

 1/ SingleCut Beersmiths
 2/ Transmitter Brewing 
 3/ Finback Brewery
 4/ Brooklyn Brewery
 5/ Threes Brewing
 6/ Other Half Brewing Co.
 7/ Sixpoint Brewery
 8/ Kelso Beer Co.
 9/ 508 Gastrobrewery
 10/ Eataly

LONG ISLAND R.R.

 11/ Barrier Brewing Co. 
 12/ Greenport Harbor Brewing Co.
 13/ Southampton Publick House

METRO NORTH

 14/ Captain Lawrence Brewing Co.
 15/ Peekskill Brewery
 16/ Newburgh Brewing Co.
 17/ Two Roads Brewing Co.
 18/ OEC Brewing

NEW JERSEY TRANSIT

 19/ Carton Brewing

R E G I O N A L B R E WE R M A P
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Regional Spotlight:
Asheville, Nc

by MEGAN SAXELBY

In the middle of what seemed like the worst and longest winter 
of my life, my husband and I took a trip down to North Carolina 
to visit some friends, escape the cold and visit Asheville. 
Asheville has been crowned Beer City USA several times in 
recent years. But here in New York, there are few examples of 
the amazing beers they are creating South of us. So do yourself 
a favor and hop on the next available flight to get down there! 
With more breweries per capita than any other US city, this is 
certainly a beer lovers vacation. We weren’t able to visit every 
brewery, but the map below will give you some clues and tips 
about the ones we were able to visit. Enjoy!

WICKED WEED  (91 Biltmore Ave., Asheville, NC)
A fantastic dinner destination right in the heart of downtown. 
The main floor is part bar and part sit-down restaurant. The 
basement level offers more seating with a view of the brewery 
and the brewing equipment. I’d recommend sitting upstairs at 
the communal table next to the bar — it’s first come, first served 
but offered us plenty of space and we got to sit down almost 
immediately. The best part about going to the main location 
of Wicked Weed is that not only can you have a full dinner but 
you can taste offerings from both WW as well as their barrel-
aged and wild fermented offerings made at the Funkatorium. 
While we were here I enjoyed both a classic interpretation 
of a Belgian dubbel as well as a sour IPA. Additionally, they 
offer delicious and inventive takes on Carolina classics such 
as peanuts boiled in IPA with Sumac or a veggie burger with a 
Pimento cheese spread and pickled okra.

THE THIRSTY MONK & TOP OF THE MONK
(92 Patton Ave., Asheville, NC)
After visiting a few of the breweries outside of the city limits 
we made our way into downtown Asheville about 45 minutes 
before sunset. We were intent on going to The Top of the 
Monk, a cocktail club above The Thirsty Monk, to watch the 
sunset of the Smoky Mountains. The club is a private club, 
so you have to either join or be friends with a member to go 
inside. But even if you don’t know a member the cost to join is 
$5 — totally worth it to see the beautiful sunset. The cocktails 
are all handmade to order and most involve at least five steps. 
To see the ladies behind the bar create intricate drink after 
intricate drink was like watching a very elaborate dance. 
With drinks in hand we made our way to the outdoor deck 
and watched as the last bits of sunlight kissed off the tree 
covered mountains. We headed back down stairs to refocus 
our attention on beer but we guided from the main floor down 
to the basement as they had reached their capacity on the 
main floor. The basement bar has a focus strictly on Belgian 
or Belgian inspired beers. Spotting a beer that had been on my 
bucket list of beers, Beersel Mattina by Del Ducato, I ordered 
almost immediately and took in the ambience. The lower level 
could be best described as dungeon-like but in a good way. 
It really made you feel as though you were drinking classic 
Belgian ales in medieval Europe. Were we to visit Asheville 
again, I’d love to revisit The Thirsty Monk to see what the 
main floor is like as well as try a few of their own brews.

THE FUNKATORIUM  (147 Coxe Ave., Asheville, NC)
An outpost of Wicked Weed where all of their barrel-aged or 
wild fermented beers are both produced and served. It is a much 
smaller and calmer location than the main spot downtown. 
Walking in there is a small bar on the left with seating and a 
handful of tables that all leads back to the exposed warehouse 
of hundreds of barrels. You can nearly walk right up and touch 
the barrels they’re so close. This was one of the few spots where 
we decided to split flights between the entire group and I am 
so glad we did. Each of their beers were uniquely delicious and 
ranged from super delicate to over-the-top dessert beer. In my 
mind the winner of our selected sampling was Genesis, a sour 
blond ale made with mango, papaya, guava and pineapple then 
aged in white wine barrels. Before you leave, make sure you get 
your photo taken in front of the barrels — you will not have 
such easy access to a sight quite like this that often in your life.

PISGAH BREWING COMPANY  
(150 Eastside Dr., Black Mountain, NC)
We drove into Asheville from Charlotte, so we were able to 
visit a few of the outlying breweries such as Pisgah on our way 
into town. Located west of Asheville, you might not realize 
that you were driving up on a brewery until you actually 
entered the taproom. But at the very back of the business park 
is a small brewery turning out some technically sound classic 
ales as well as a sour version of their popular pale ale called the 

P.O.A.P. This was the beer I kicked off our Asheville beer tour 
with and it could not have been a better choice. The oak wine 
barrel aging and blending lends their classic American pale ale 
some lemony acidic notes as well as some spicy woody notes. 
And the fact that we got to enjoy our selections in their outside 
seating area? A perfect start to a great trip.

OSKAR BLUES BREWERY  
(342 Mountain Industrial Dr., Brevard, NC)
Now I know what you might be thinking, “Megan, aren’t they 
just an out of town brewery that opened up a second brewery 
near Asheville so that they could increase the amount of fresh 
product on the East Coast? Does that really count as soaking 
up the local brewing culture?” Well while they might not be 
Asheville born, they have certainly taken to the area quickly as 
have the locals to them. We didn’t stop here for too long — we 
were really just intrigued to see a brewery of this scale. But in 
the thirty minutes or so that we were there we must have seen 
about twenty people roll up on bikes, five groups with little 
ones, and several dogs running around off leash enjoying all of 
the free snacks they were getting. It seems as though Asheville 
and OB are a match made in Patagonia-loving heaven! While 
you’re there, try a few of the brewery only versions of some of 
your Oskar Blues favorites. And do yourself a favor and get a 
Crowler — it’s a growler and a can! And at $6 for the whole kit 
and kaboodle plus the beer inside, it’s the best souvenir money 
can buy in these parts.

SIERRA NEVADA  (100 Sierra Nevada Way, Fletcher, NC)
Due to some poor planning on our end, we didn’t actually get 
to tour Sierra’s new brewery located just outside Asheville 
(we found out that the tours from that day had been sold out 
for over a month — so make sure to book in advance!). But 
just to view this property was life changing. This place really 
is a testament to what craft beer is and what it can become. 
The meandering driveway from the highway to the brewery 
through the woods and past the giant copper hops dotting the 
side of the road could not have prepared me for the sheer size of 
the brewery as we approached it. As far as American breweries 
are concerned, this is by and large the biggest brewery I’ve 
seen. Do yourself a favor and visit Sierra Nevada before you 
visit any of the breweries in town. It will put into perspective 
how impressive it is that the really small guys are making such 
quality product with such limited resources as well as 
showing you that big is not always bad. In fact, 
sometimes, big can be great!

HIGHLAND BREWING 
COMPANY  
(12 Old Charlotte Hwy, Asheville, NC)
Highland is to the Asheville craft brewing 
revolution as Sierra Nevada is to the 
American craft brewing revolution. As 
the first craft brewery to open inside 
of the Asheville city limits, you might 
expect this place to be the nexus of crafty 
nerdiness. But in fact this is one of the 
more mellow and relaxed places we saw 
all weekend. Located just outside of 
downtown, it sits atop a hill next door to a 
microdistillery inside of a large warehouse 
space. The taproom has plenty of tables as 
well as a stage for performances and is 
served by two bars. There are tours that 
start once enough people are interested 
but it’s easy enough to just peak in on the 
whole operation sans tour. The core beers 
are classic interpretations of English and 
Scottish ales — simple and clean without 
any “funny business”. For the more 
adventurous, they had a series of one-
off staff brews that ranged from a fruity 
weizenbock to an extremely desserty 
imperial coffee chocolate stout. This was 
the perfect place to end our whirlwind 
tour of Beer City USA — right where it all started.

ASHEVILLE BREWING COMPANY  
(77 Coxe Ave., Asheville, NC)
While planning your route through the breweries of downtown, 
consider adding this one to the end of your tour. We visited 
Asheville Brewery company after having already visiting seven 
other breweries that day. We needed two things and these 

guys delivered on both ends — one final beer, not too heavy 
but certainly not boring to end the night with and a slice of 
pizza, a luxury outside the confines of NYC. I decided to go 
with a classic American brown ale, toasty and a hint of coffee 
but with a medium body and a clean finish. Next to my simple 
slice of cheese pizza it was ideal. And more than anything it 
meant that I woke up the next morning bright eyed and bushy 
tailed as opposed to the alternative that many of us have faced 
after a long day of beer touring.

TWIN LEAF BREWERY  (144 Coxe Ave., Asheville, NC)
This was one of two breweries that we visited on a whim — 
which just goes to show you how many dang breweries there 
are in Asheville! Located almost directly across the street 
from Funkatorium, this place could not be any more different 
than the aforementioned brewery. Their catalogue ranged 
from pale ales and IPAs to Belgian wits and tripels. While 
none stood out as the best version of the style that I’d ever had 
all were done pretty well — certainly a feat when attempting 
such a wide array of styles. The real kicker about this place, in 
my opinion, was the person sized Jenga. Definitely worth a 
stop for that feature alone.

DON’T MISS THESE NON-BEER STOPS

-  In the middle of your tour, stop by Double D’s Coffee and 
Desserts (41 Biltmore Ave, Asheville, NC) and grab an 
espresso inside of a converted double decker bus.

-  Drive through the Biltmore Village and go onto the grounds 
if you have an afternoon to spare.

-  Get a Southern classic and grab a biscuit with all of the jams 
at Biscuit Head (733 Haywood Rd., Asheville, NC). If the 
offer of a biscuit wasn’t enough to grab your attention maybe 
the fact that they have a “Bacon of the Day” will.

-  Sneak onto the back patio of The Grove Park Inn (290 Macon 
Ave, Asheville, NC) and enjoy a coffee in a rocking chair 
while looking out onto a wide swath of the Smokies. And 
don’t worry, it’s not so much sneaking as it is parking and 
then walking through the main lobby to the rear.

As we left Highland Brewery that Sunday we quietly chatted 
about all of the places we had visited in the past 36 hours. 
Each of us had a favorite spot and a few new favorite beers. 
But more than anything we all agreed on one thing — we 
were each in need of a serious nap after having that much 
beer-centric fun!
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by CORWIN KAVE

by CLARE DEAN

Personally, I don’t eat a lot of shrimp. I grew up on Long Island, in a nice house with a fancy living room I was never allowed in 
except for the occasional cocktail party. Visualize an upper-middle class living room in the 80’s. Got it? Good. 

The ubiquitous shrimp cocktail was always center stage, comprised of mealy, watery, farm raised, cocktail sauce vehicles arranged 
beside an enormous vegetable crudité divided military style, in the white round “serve & store” rubbermaid tub with Hidden 
Valley Ranch that the guests rarely touched. Vegetables? Gross!

But, wait! “OMG is that shrimp cocktail?” they would exclaim. I never understood why everyone went so crazy for it! “You’ll like 
them when you’re older” they would say; and they were half right. I like shrimp now, but as I said I don’t eat a lot of them and 
I certainly don’t eat shrimp cocktail. I’ve had a few honest representations of shrimp cocktail in reputable establishments but 
there may be just too much negative association to overcome.

I’m pretty sure that the first time I tasted really delicious shrimp was in Thailand. I was living in Southeast Asia and had 
recently discovered the wonder of food simply grilled over charcoal. Whole, wild shrimp, charred over smoldering coals until 
they achieved a cracker-like crispiness, eaten with raw onion, lime and fresh sambal in the sweltering humidity of the night 
markets redefined that small crustacean for me. 

So I eat shrimp now, and I love me some “Shrimp & Grits.” Charcoal grilled, whole shrimp on a creamy bed of grits with butter 
and hot sauce is heavenly, and could possibly be my favorite way to eat the tasty little buggers. Speaking of tasty little buggers, 
soft-shell crabs are just coming into season! Yay! Let’s cut off their faces and deep-fry them! And set them atop a creamy bed of 
grits with a simple hot sauce and butter. With ramps! Spring! Exclamation! 

Hot Sauce 
Yield: 1 cup

6 oz. red jalapeño or similar red chilies
1 tsp. salt
¾ c. apple cider vinegar

Rough chop the peppers into ¼" size chunks. Combine all 
ingredients in a small sauce pot and bring to a simmer. Once 
simmered allow the mixture to cool to room temperature. 
Once cool, add the mixture to a blender and process until 
as smooth as possible. Strain the hot sauce thru a fine mesh 
strainer and chill in the fridge until ready to use. 

Time to eat! 

I recommend spooning some grits onto a large plate and 
topping with a pad of butter, sprinkle of sea salt and a few 
dashes of the hot sauce. Continue with the grilled ramps and 
the soft shell crabs. Add more hot sauce if needed and crack 
open a refreshing brew...

“BUSTERS AND GRITS”
with grilled ramps & a simple hot sauce
Serves 4 people 

How To Clean A Crab 
Clean each crab. Lift one pointed side of top shell and remove 
the gills using a pair of kitchen shears. Put top shell back down 
and repeat on other side. On the bottom side remove tail flap 
by twisting and pulling off. Using the kitchen shears, remove 
the face by cutting behind the eyes. Rinse the crabs thoroughly 
with cold water. Dry on paper towels.

Breading and Frying 
4-6 soft shell crabs (prime or jumbo)
2 c. buttermilk
1 tbsp. Old Bay 
sea salt
black pepper — freshly ground
2 c. AP flour
vegetable oil

Pour the buttermilk in a shallow bowl large enough to hold all 
the crabs. Season the buttermilk with old bay, salt, and pepper. 
Lay the crabs in the buttermilk mixture and marinate, covered, 
in the refrigerator for 1 hour. Remove the crabs from the milk 
bath and let the excess drip off. 

Pour 2 inches of oil in a heavy cast iron frying pan and heat to 
350 degrees F. 

Put the flour in a pie dish or plate and season with a fair 
amount of salt and pepper. Dredge the crabs in the seasoned 
flour to coat, shaking off the excess. Lay the crabs in the hot 
oil in a single layer without crowding; you may have to fry 
them in batches. Be careful, the crabs have a tendency to pop 
and spatter. Cook the crabs for about 3 minutes on each side, 
turning once, until golden brown. Drain on paper towels and 
season with a pinch of salt.

 Grits 
1 c. coarse white grits — such as Anson Mills 
2 ½ c. water
1 ½ c. hot water 
3 tbsp. unsalted butter
sea salt
black pepper — freshly ground

Place grits in a heavy-bottomed sauce pan and cover with the 
cold water. Stir once. 

Allow the grits to settle and the layer of hulls to float to the top. 
Skim off the hulls with a fine strainer and discard. 

Set the pan over medium heat and bring the mixture to a 
simmer, stirring constantly with a wooden spoon until the 
first starch takes hold, approximately 5-8 minutes. Reduce the 
heat to the lowest setting and cover the pan. 

Every 10 minutes uncover the pan and stir them and if they 
are stiff enough to hold the spoon upright, add a little hot 
water to loosen them back up. Continue this process thru the 
entire cooking process. The grits will have to cook for 60-90 
minutes or until they are tender and creamy. Season with salt 
halfway thru the coking process and finish with black pepper 
and butter.

Grilled Ramps 
First clean them — rinse ramps under cool running water. 
Pull back and peel off any translucent skins (these are similar 
to the skins you find on scallions or green onions). Trim off 
the roots.

Then grill them — over charcoal fire would be awesome! But 
a grill pan will do. Lotion those babies up with some olive 
oil and season with salt. Grill until tender. I recommend 
chopping them a few times so they’re easier to eat with  
the crabs. 

ACROSS
 3/ TOTO
 5/ OWADES
 9/ JOE
 10/ WATER
 12/ WALDORFASTORIA
 15/ CENTENNIAL
 17/ GRAYBAR
 18/ OYSTERSTEW
 19/ BROOKLYN

DOWN
 1/ HOPS
 2/ CORN
 4/ VANTWILLER
 6/ CEILING
 7/ GEORGEEHRET
 8/ MCSORLEYS
 11/ JACKIEO
 13/ STILLWATER
 14/ LAGER
 15/ CARTER
 16/ ASTORIA

answers

One of the greatest things about the resurgence of 
craft brewing in the United States is how breweries 
feel a sense of responsibility to their surrounding 
community. Two year old SingleCut Beersmiths out 
of Astoria, Queens is a prime example of that ethos. 
From their flagship 19-33 Lagrrr (named after their 
address in Astoria) to their exclamation that all 
their beer is made in the borough at that address, 
SingleCut exudes a demonstrably proud recognition 
of their neighborhood. The growth seen over their 
short history as well as their insistence on doing 
things their way is a welcome addition to the New 
York City craft beer scene.

SingleCut is one of the few breweries in the five boroughs that have the ability to bottle their 
beer rather than being draft only at bars and bottle shops around the city. That isn’t to say 
they have somebody come in and take that chore off their hands: SingleCut bottles their own 
beer. When you pick up a bottle of any of their tasty Billy IPAs off the shelf, you know you are 
buying beer that a ton of love and dedication has gone into. For a brewery as young as they 
are, SingleCut has been able to achieve a fair amount in the two years they have been actively 

brewing. Just the ability to distribute on draft throughout the city would be a success, but their 
bottling of their variety of Billy IPAs is something to respect. SingleCut also self-distributes 
around the city so bars and bottle shops get the freshest beer possible — from the guys who 
made it. There’s nothing better.

Though prominent hop flavors are major components of SingleCut’s tastiest beers, uncommon 
beers and styles from this purveyor are nothing to be sneered at. Their ales tend to be full 
of hops, but their lagers offer some interesting interpretations of recognizable styles. Jan’s 
Olympic White Lagrrr evokes a Belgian White Ale with its use of orange, but the absence of 
wheat and the addition of matzo gives Jan a character all its own. SingleCut’s Mad Michael, 
a sour lager reminiscent of a refreshing berliner weisse, drinks like lemonade and is a great 
example of their breadth of ability.

When you see one of their trademark tap handles at a bar in New York, you know that you are in 
for a treat. Whether you want a hop bomb or a lighter drinking lager, SingleCut makes solid beer 
for craft drinkers. The hard work and dedication that goes into their beer can be seen in their 
self-distribution and in-house bottling operation. You know something is good if those making 
it work tirelessly on it from start to finish.

It has only been a couple of years since SingleCut opened their space in Astoria and started 
brewing a variety of ales and lagers only made in New York City. With a brewery seemingly 
opening every minute, it is going to be fun to follow what SingleCut does in the next two years 
and beyond.

SingleCut Beersmiths

Anthony O’Donnell/Shutterstock.com




